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ABSTRACT 

To investigate the effects on fetal heart rate of the ingestion of one 

cup of coffee during pregnancy, an experimental design was utilized in thirty 

low risk pregnant Colombian women at 29 to 40 weeks gestation. Subjects 

recruited from a Colombian obstetrician's clinic, were randomly assigned to 

either the experimental or control group, receiving a 150 cc cup of caffeinated 

or decaffeinated coffee respectively. Fetal heart rate and fetal movement were 

measured at the time of the woman's admission to the clinic, at one hour, and 

one and one-half hours after experimental or control beverage was ingested. 

The subject's daily self-reported intake of caffeine was calculated. A signifi

cant increase in fetal heart rate and fetal movement was found between the 

two groups and across time. The subjects' daily caffine consumption was not 

significantly related to fetal heart rate or fetal movement. 

v i i i  



CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of the 

ingestion of one cup of coffee during pregnancy on the fetal heart rate. 

Colombia is well known for producing the richest coffee in the world. It 

is for the Colombian people a luxurious necessity; after religion, it is coffee 

that holds civilization together. Without coffee no one would arise in the 

morning; executives could not make decisions during their three-hour three-cup 

lunches; secretaries would have breakdowns instead of breaks. Take away the 

gregarious aroma of coffee and friendships would freeze, common chats would 

become debates. A single scented cup held properly between forefinger and 

thumb, transforms laziness into leisure. 

Colombia together with other South American countries produce two-

thirds of the world's coffee. The world coffee production of about 5.109 

kg/year, which equals about 100,000 tons of caffeine, makes this alkaloid the 

most widely consumed substance. In 1983, the United States imported 1.2 million 

metric tons of coffee valued at $2.8 billion. Colombia provides 22% of these 

imports (Commodity Research Bureat, 1984). 

1 
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Caffeine is available today in a variety of socially acceptable 

beverages such as coffee, tea, cola drinks, hot cocoa, and over the counter 

preparations including analgesics, dietary aids, diuretics and stimulants (Khoury 

& Maltbie, 1984). It has a long story of use among many diverse cultural groups 

throughout the world, and more recently applications of caffeine have developed 

in modern medicine (James & Stirling, 1983). 

Caffeine is by far the best studied constituent of coffee and the one 

that accounts for the stimulatory properties of the beverage that have led to 

its popularity. Caffeine acutely administered (that is from 250 to 750 mg/day) 

increases blood pressure, plasma catecholamine levels, plasma renin activity, 

serum free fatty acid levels, respiration rate, urine production and gastric acid 

secretions. It alters the electroencephalographic spectrum and mood and sleep 

patterns when tested on normal volunteers. However, chronic caffeine consump

tion has no effect on blood pressure, plasma catecholamine levels, plasma renin 

activity, serum cholesterol concentration, blood glucose levels, or urine produc

tion (Goldstein, Kaizer .& Whitby, 1969; Truitt, 1971; Robertson, Frolich, 

Watson, Hollifield, Shand & Oates, 1978; Curatolo & Robertson, 1983). 

The potential adverse effects of caffeine on human reproduction is now 

a subject of intense controversy and debate. The developing fetus is often sub

jected to the influence of various drugs ingested by the mother during preg

nancy. Currently caffeine is one of the more common drugs used by the preg

nant patient. Caffeine is a drug that easily crosses the placental barrier and 

enters the fetal circulation (Roberts & Weigle, 1983). Fetal exposure to caffeine 

depends on maternal consumption and its temporal pattern, the ability of caf

feine to cross the placenta, and the kinetic profile of caffeine during 
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pregnancy. Maternal concentrations of caffeine are likely to give a good indica

tion of fetal exposure because caffeine equilibrates rapidly across the placenta 

(Aldridge, Bailey & Neims, 1981). To date, most studies that demonstrate caf

feine's teratogenic potential have been conducted in animal models. Although no 

definite relationship in humans has been confirmed, it is important to make the 

patient aware that caffeine is a drug and may cause potential harm to the 

fetus. Until more specific data are available, nurses should recommend to the 

pregnant woman that moderate to excessive use of caffeine during pregnancy be 

curtailed and that mild use be decided on an individual basis. 

The purpose of this chapter is to review the studies describing the 

relationship between caffeine consumption during pregnancy and its effects on 

fetal heart rate. Unfortunately, very few studies have been done on humans, a 

fact that provides the rationale for the investigation of the effects of a single 

caffeine dose on the fetal heart rate. In this chapter the purpose, research 

question, significance of the problem, and assumptions of the study will also be 

presented. 

Caffeine and Fetal Heart Rate 

Caffeine is a methylated xanthine. Caffeine's structural similarity to 

purine and uric acid is believed to facilitate its use within the body. This 

xanthine has several pharmacologic actions: stimulation of the central nervous 

system, production of diuresis, stimulation of cardiac muscle, and relaxation of 

smooth muscle. Caffeine is the most powerful central nervous system stimulant 

Curatolo & Robertson, 1983). Caffeine strongly stimulates the cardiac muscle by 

increasing the force of concentration, heart rate, and cardiac output. The 
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effect is masked because the drug also stimulates the medullary vagal nuclei, 

which in turn, decreases heart rate. The result of these two opposing actions 

may be bradycardia, tachycardia, or no change (Stephenson, 1977). Although the 

acute ingestion of caffeine alters many hemodynamic variables, the chronic 

ingestion of caffeine has little or no effect on blood pressure, heart rate, 

plasma catecholamine levels, and plasma renin activity in normal subjects 

(Curatolo & Robertson, 1983). 

Caffeine is know to exert untoward side effects on the heart in the 

postnatal period. Since this drug can readily cross the placenta and easily 

enters the fetal circulation, it can be assumed that caffeine could have adverse 

effects on the fetal heart. This fact prompted Resch and Papp (1983) to study 

the responsiveness to caffeine in seven human hearts isolated at legal termina

tion of pregnancy. They found that in the presence of caffeine there was an 

increase in the spontaneous contraction rates of the 7 to 16 weeks hearts, 

which was directly related to the heart's age and caffeine concentration. The 

hearts presented a positive chronotropic effect, which was more accentuated in 

the oldest heart. These results show that it is very likely that mother's 

consumption of caffeine during pregnancy results in stimulation of the fetal 

heart. 

Kirkinen, Jouppila, Koivula, Vuori and Puukka (1983) investigated the 

effects of ingestion of two cups of coffee in 20 pregnant women during the last 

trimester. Maternal serum caffeine and epinephrine concentrations 30 minutes 

after ingestion of coffee were significantly elevated as compared with the 

fasting values (p<0.01). The decrease in intervillous placental blood flow was 

almost significant (p<0.05). The fetal umbilical venous blood was unchanged. No 



alteration was found in the maternal serum norepinephrine concentrations, 

maternal or fetal pulse rate, or maternal blood pressure. Since caffeine is 

known to be transported through the placenta and the membranes in the fetus 

and the amniotic fluid, it may reach concentrations even higher than those in 

the mother. It is therefore possible that the fetus may be under prolonged 

caffeine influence after coffee intake on the part of the mother. 

Unfortunately to date, no other studies are available on the effects of 

the caffeine ingestion during pregnancy on the fetal heart. Thus, this research 

is necessary because of the potential effects of caffeine consumption on the 

developing fetus. 

Study Purpose 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects on the fetal 

heart rate of the ingestion of one cup of coffee during pregnancy. 

Research Question 

The research question was: What is the effect of consumption of a 

single 150 cc cup of caffeinated coffee by the pregnant woman on changes in 

the fetal heart rate? 

Significance of the Problem 

The literature has reported studies on the adverse and even teratogenic 

effects of caffeine ingestion during pregnancy which have served for reference 

to many other investigations related to caffeine ingestion effects on human 

health. Unfortunately, most of the caffeine dosages utilized with animal subjects 

have been so large that they were toxic to humans, a situation that makes these 

studies an unreliable source of reference for doing an investigation on human 
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subjects. The description of the effects of caffeine ingestion on the fetal heart 

rate, through the use of normally ingested dosages of caffeine, would provide 

the necessary information to make the ingestion of caffeine a proscription 

during pregnancy. If no changes in the fetal heart rate occur after the 

administration of a single dose of coffee, then the rationale for the restriction 

and proscription of caffeine ingestion during pregnancy would need to be 

reconsidered. 

Assumptions 

1. Since caffeine can easily cross the placenta and enter the fetal 

circulation, it can have effects on the fetal heart rate. 

2. The caffeine content of the sodas drunk by Colombian pregnant women 

is approximately the same as the content of the sodas drunk by 

American people. 

3. Pregnant Colombian women will give honest answers concerning daily 

caffine intake to all the questions formulated by the investigator. 

Summary 

This chapter presented a review of the studies relating caffeine to 

fetal heart rate. Due to the few reliable sources for reference, the need for 

further investigation on this area is demonstrated. 



CHAPTER 2 

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE AND THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 

This chapter presents the theoretical framework that delineates the 

possible relationships between caffeine ingestion and fetal heart rate. Studies 

that have investigated the metabolic and pharmacologic actions of caffeine 

were reviewed to learn about the potential effects of caffeine ingestion during 

pregnancy on the fetal heart rate. Very few studies have been done in humans 

investigating the relationship between caffeine and fetal heart rate. These 

available studies were described, as well as the animal studies if the results 

could possibly be related to humans. 

The theoretical framework that follows (Figure 1) was developed from 

the pharmacologic actions that methylxanthines, of which caffeine is one, have 

on the mother's cardiovascular system and consequently on her developing fetus. 

Caffeine is one of the world's most widely used drugs that stimulates the 

nervous system, increases heart beat and basal metabolic rate, promotes secre

tion of stomach acid and increases urine production (Brooten & Jordan, 1983; 

Roberts & Weigle, 1983). Caffeine moves rapidly from the blood to the tissues. 

After a short equilibration period, caffeine is distributed uniformly in proportion 

7 
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to water content in a variety of tissues, including many of major importance in 

regard to possible effects on the perinate, such as uterine secretions, blasto

cyst, fetal tissues, amniotic fluid, cord blood, and breast milk (Soyka, 1981). 

Since caffeine ingestion increases circulating levels of catecholamines, these 

hormones through their vasoconstrictive properties, can alter both uterine and 

placental blood flow patterns (Weathersbee & Lodge, 1977). Epinephrine and 

norepinephrine released by the mother, and transported to the fetus, act 

directly on the heart to increase its rate (Ganong, 1983). 

Pharmacokinetics and Metabolism of Caffeine 

Caffeine is an alkaloid structurally identified as l,3,7,trimethylxanthine. 

It is one of several xanthine derivatives which occur naturally in coffee beans, 

tea leaves, kola nuts and cocoa beans. Caffeine together with theobromine and 

theophylline closely resemble metabolically important compounds such as 

purines, xanthines and uric acid (Graham, 1978). Its absorption from the gastro

intestinal tract is rapid and essentially complete. More than 99% of an orally 

administered dose of caffeine is absorbed, with peak plasma levels occurring in 

15 to 45 minutes. The half life of caffeine in plasma shows considerable varia

tion between persons, with values ranging from 3.0 to 7.5 hours. From 0.5 to 

3.5% of an administered dose of caffeine is excreted unchanged in the urine. 

The major metabolite of caffeine is l,7,dimethylxanthine. In addition to meta

bolic conversion and urinary excretion, caffeine is also excreted into saliva, 

semen, breast milk, and is present in umbilical cord blood (Curatolo & 

Robertson, 1983). 

The clearance of caffeine is significantly influenced by disease, concur

rent drug use, or pregnancy. Its clearance is stimulated by smoking. Caffeine's 
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half life is prolonged by pregnancy, perhaps because estrogen and progesterone 

suppress the mixed function oxidase system involved in the metabolism of 

caffeine (Aldridge, Bailey & Neims, 1981). 

The elimination of caffeine is surprisingly slow in the newborn. The half 

life of caffeine in preterm infants at birth has been reported to be 65.0 to 

102.9 hours; in term infants at birth, 82 hours; and in 3 to 4 1/2 month-old 

infants, 14.4 hours (Aranda, Cook & Gorman, 1979). 

At physiologic pH, caffeine is unionized, stable and surprisingly capable 

of permeating biological membranes. It is fully and rapidly absorbed from 

several sites, including the gastrointestinal tract. It is widely and rapidly 

distributed within the body, even through the placenta to and from the fetus, 

through the blood-brain barrier to and from the brain, and through the sertoli-

cell layer to and from the lumina of seminiferous tubules. Since caffeine is 

poorly bound to plasma protein, it is not surprising that salivary concentrations 

of caffeine have been reported to range from 55 to 100% of simultaneous 

plasma concentrations (Neims, 1982). 

Neims extended his previous observations on caffeine by stating, "the 

rate of caffeine biotransformation (and clearance) can vary appreciably with 

condition or state" (1982, p. 164). People with severe liver disease, as well as 

newborns, metabolize very slowly. During pregnancy the clearance of caffeine 

decreases progressively about three fold, but no change has been observed until 

after the first trimester. Clearance returns to non-pregnant values within the 

few days of parturition. Smoking cigarettes doubles clearance values, while 

cimetidine and oral contraceptives inhibit biotransformation, or more specifi

cally clearance, by about 50% (Neims, 1982). 



Parsons and Neims (1978) studied the effect of cigarette smoking on 

caffeine clearance in healthy young adults. Their subjects were 13 smokers and 

13 control non-smokers. No subjects in the nonsmoking group had ever used 

tobacco regularly. Smoking subjects consumed at least 20 cigarettes a day for a 

minimum of two years. The usual daily intake of caffeine, mostly as coffee, was 

found by questionnaire to approximate 320 mg in the smokers and 150 mg in the 

nonsmokers. Subjects were instructed to abstain from caffeine containing foods 

and beverages for 24 hours prior to and during the study. In the five subjects in 

whom both plasma and salivary caffeine concentrations were measured, caffeine 

(5 mg/kg) was administered orally as a solution of caffeine citrate. Salivary 

samples (5 ml mixed saliva) were collected in polyethylene vials at 0.5, 1, 1.5, 

2, 4, 6, 8, 10, and 24 hours after ingestion of the caffeine dose. Blood samples 

(2 ml) were taken at the same time as saliva samples. The mean caffeine half 

life in smokers was 3.5 hours while that in the nonsmokers was 6.0 hours. There 

was an increase in the caffeine clearance from 94 mlAg/hr in nonsmokers to 

155 ml/kg/hr in smokers. Caffeine consumption specially as coffee, was higher 

in smokers than in nonsmokers. Caffeine clearance was found to be 55% higher 

in smokers than in nonsmokers. 

The acute ingestion of caffeine has many significant effects on 

metabolism; it increases the metabolic rate and elevates plasma free fatty acid 

levels and perhaps, Cortisol levels (Curatolo & Robertson, 1983). The metabolic 

effects of chronic caffeine consumption have not been studied in humans. 

Cellular metabolic effects of methylxanthines include increase of muscle lactic 

acid, stimulation of oxygen consumption, and muscle twitches and contractures 

in high concentrations. Caffeine has also the ability to potentiate normal 
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thermic responses, producing a marked increase in oxygen consumption 

(Stephenson, 1977). 

Khoury and Maltbie (1984) extended on the statements of Curatolo and 

Robertson on the acute ingestion of caffeine, by saying that a large volume of 

caffeine consumed is associated with symptoms of diuresis, insomnia, hyper-

irritability, anxiety, weight loss, bouts of flushing and chilliness, headache, 

palpitations, tachycardia, and mild increase in body temperature. 

The amount of caffeine required to cause stimulant effects in adults is 

estimated at 150 to 250 mg while an excessive amount, one which will produce 

some symptoms of intoxication in adults, has been estimated at between 200 and 

750 mg per day (Brooten & Jordan, 1983). In the United States daily intake per 

capita has been estimated at between 206 and 210 mg (Graham, 1978). 

Robertson, et al., (1978) did a study involving a double-blind randomized 

crossover protocol, on the effect of a single oral dose of caffeine on plasma 

renin activity, catecholamines and cardiovascular control in nine healthy young 

nondrinkers of coffee, who were maintained in sodium balance throughout the 

study period. Caffeine (250 mg) or a placebo was administered in a 

methylxanthine-free beverage to overnight- fasted supine subjects who had no 

coffee, tea or cola in the previous three weeks. Caffeine increased plasma renin 

activity by 57%, plasma norepinephrine by 75% and plasma epinephrine by 207%. 

Mean blood pressure rose 14/10 mmHg one hour after caffeine ingestion. There 

was a slight fall and then a rise in heart rate. Plasma caffeine levels were 

usually maximal one hour after ingestion. A 20% increase in respiratory rate 

correlated well with plasma caffeine levels. 
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To examine whether these acute changes persisted during more pro

longed use of caffeine, Robertson and his associates (1978), assessed these same 

variables during a seven day period of caffeine administration. Almost complete 

tolerance developed the first one to four days of caffeine administration. No 

long term effects of caffeine on blood pressure, heart rate, plasma renin 

activity, plasma catecholamines or urinary catecholamines could be demon

strated. Discontinuation of caffeine ingestion after administration for seven 

days did not result in a detectable withdrawal phenomenon. These results show 

that the changes observed can only be applied to non-coffee drinkers. 

To be of potential harm to the fetus, a drug must be able to enter the 

fetal circulation. The physiochemical characteristics of caffeine allow this to 

occur without difficulty. Its low molecular weight facilitates transport across 

the placenta. It is highly lipid soluble and unionized at a physiological pH, 

factors that aid in placental transfer. The ability of caffeine to increase 

circulating catecholamines can cause vasoconstriction of uterine and placental 

blood vessels. Any substance that might decrease uterine blood flow must be 

avoided during pregnancy. Ingestion of 220 mg of caffeine may result in signifi

cant increase in the urinary excretion of total catecholamines. These catechol

amines may have a vasoconstrictive effect on the uterine vasculature (Morris & 

Weinstein, 1981). 

Caffeine and its metabolites have been identified in the amniotic fluid 

as a consequence of fetal excretion. Comparisons made between the caffeine 

concentration in maternal plasma and amniotic fluid indicate a higher concen

tration in the former. Due to fetal ingestion of amniotic fluid in the third 
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trimester, the effective exposure to caffeine traversing the placenta is 

prolonged. 

Caffeine is excreted largely unchanged in neonatal urine (one to three 

days after birth) in contrast to maternal urine which contains large quantities 

of dimethylxanthines and monomethylxanthines. This indicates that the infant's 

rate of N-dimethylation is much slower than the adult's due to immature enzyme 

system responsible for detoxification (Aldridge, Bailey & Neims, 1981). 

In a study by Sieber and Fabro (1971) caffeine was found to be actively 

secreted into uterine secretions, achieving concentrations 50% greater than 

plasma at six hours after administration. Of considerable interest is that 

caffeine was detected in uterine secretions of pregnant, but not on nonpregnant 

animals under identical experimental conditions. Furthermore, one to six hours 

after administration to pregnant rabbits, caffeine was found in the preimplan-

tation blastocyst. 

Hartley, Cookman and Smith (1984) determined caffeine and its 

N-dimethylated metabolites in umbilical cord plasma using high-performance 

liquid chromotography during late pregnancy. The method was applied in 113 

unselected cord blood samples obtained from the Leeds Maternity Hospital 

(Leeds, UK). The mean cord plasma concentrations were found to be .285 ug/ml 

for caffeine, 0.29 ug/ml for theophylline, 1.05 ug/ml for theobromine and 0.67 

ug/ml for xanthine. These results show clearly that appreciable caffeine 

concentrations are found at the end of the pregnancy. 
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Animal Studies 

There is a continual interest in the potential toxic effects which may 

result from exposure of the human conceptus to a wide ranges of exogenous 

chemicals and agents. Suspected chemicals are usually prescription drugs, but 

also include those compounds which may have a fairly wide environmental dis

tribution. One compound of current interest is caffeine. In an effort to define 

both its potentially deleterious effects on health, and the factors that contrib

ute to its toxicity, many animal studies are available which in some instances 

serve as controls for possible human effects. Working with experimental animals, 

it is possible to modify both the level and the degree of embryotoxicity when 

more than one chemical is used in different concentrations to increase or 

decrease the level of embryotoxicity. Under these circumstances, the experi

ments provide information concerning the association between caffeine intake 

during pregnancy and harmful fetal and perinatal effects, such as fetal growth 

retardation, prematurity and postmaturity. 

Of all the potentially harmful effects of caffeine on humans, questions 

concerning possible teratologic effects have perhaps assumed pre-eminence. 

While caffeine is listed by the United States Food and Drug Administration as a 

multipurpose food substance which is generally recognized as "safe", the FDA in 

1980 issued an announcement warning of a possible relationship between caf

feine consumed during pregnancy and birth defects. Much of the current concern 

over possible teratogenic effects of caffeine in humans stems from the demon

stration of such effects in animal studies, mainly in rats and mice. These studies 

have shown that caffeine at very high doses, at or near those causing toxicity 

in the pregnant animal, causes a low level of malformation in the palate and 
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terminal limbs. Also, some retardation in fetal growth and skeletal development 

has been reported. 

Pregnant and nonpregnant sheep have been used, providing an animal 

model that develops cardiovascular alterations associated with pregnancy similar 

to those observed in women. By using these animals, cardiac output and its 

distribution can be measured and uterine blood flow can be monitored, as well 

as fetal umbilical blood flow, cardiac output, and distribution of cardiac output 

(Silver, Barnes, Comline, 1982). In ovine pregnancy as in the human, there are 

significant increases in cardiac output and heart rate, resulting in a significant 

rise in stroke volume. Furthermore, there is a slight fall in mean arterial 

pressure, a significant decrease in systemic vascular resistance, and a 

redistribution of cardiac output (Rosenfeld, 1977). 

Rosenfeld and West (1977) investigated the circulatory response to 

systemic infusion of norepinephrine in pregnant ewes. They started systemic 

infusions of suppressor doses of norepinephrine and epinephrine, which have 

been shown to reduce placental perfusion as much as 35%, in the absence of any 

changes in perfusion pressure, i.e., arterial pressure. They found that the 

vasoconstrictor effect in the gravid uterus was even more profound when 

systemic pressor doses were employed. Thus, it is tempting to suggest that any 

stress situation that has the potential to elevate plasma catecholamines 

concentration, or any substance capable of stimulating the release of 

catecholamines, also has the potential to affect the reproductive tissues, e.g., 

uteroplacental perfusion, in the absence of an obvious hypertensive effect. 

Catecholamine induced vasoconstriction is greater in the uteroplacental vascular 

bed as compared to the systemic vasculature as a whole. 



According to Rosenfeld (1984) there are three specific periods during 

pregnancy when abnormalities of uteroplacental blood flow have the potential 

result in fetal compromise; those are: (1) early in pregnancy (30-60 days in 

ovine pregnancy) when an impaired rise in uterine blood flow is likely to affect 

normal implantation; (2) during early mid-pregnancy (60-90 days) when impair

ment of a rise in uterine blood flow has the potential to affect normal placental 

growth and attainment of maximum size; and • (3) during the last trimester 

(beyond 125 days of ovine pregnancy) when reduction in uteroplacental perfusion 

or impairment of the normal progressive placental vasodilation may result in 

impaired oxygen and/or nutrient delivery to the fetus during the period when 

the fetal weight increases two to three fold. As noted earlier, since caffeine is 

a substance that stimulates the release of catecholamines, and this in turn 

produces vasoconstriction of the uteroplacental bed, a decrease in the delivery 

of oxygen and nutrients may be impaired, which can affect fetal heart rate. 

Hypoxia has been categorized by Ganong (1983) as one factor which produces an 

accelerated heart rate. 

The opposite results concerning oxygenation were found by Conover, 

Key and Resnik (1983) in a study of the effect of maternal caffeine infusion on 

uterine blood flow and fetal oxygenation. This study was done in five chronic

ally catheterized pregnant sheep with gestational ages between 61 and 119 

days, equipped with electromagnetic flow probes. All food was withheld for 48 

hours, but the animals were allowed ad libitum access to water. The systemic 

administration of caffeine into the maternal inferior vena cava by a constant 

infusion pump in doses of 8 and 24 mg/kg of body weight resulted in peak 

maternal serum levels of 16.7 and 38.5 ug/ml and fetal serum levels of 10.9 and 
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34.9 ug/ml respectively. While no significant effects were noted at 8 mg/kg 

dose, administration of 24 mg/kg was associated with 5% reduction in uterine 

blood flow and 1% increase in mean arterial pressure. No significant alteration 

in maternal or fetal oxygenation occurred at either dose. These findings suggest 

that any adverse effects on fetal development attributed to caffeine are not 

likely exerted by influencing uterine blood flow; these results are exactly 

opposite of Rosenfeld's (1984) findings. 

Earlier in this chapter, it was stated that caffeine stimulates 

catecholamines release. However release of catecholamines also occurs during 

maternal stress. Rohde, Oltkwa, Dobashi, Arai, Ohkawa and Dorner (1983) 

studied the effects of maternal stress on fetal blood catecholamines. 

Twenty-one date-matched pregnant rats of highly inbred Wistar-lmamichi strain 

and their fetuses were used in the experiment. The acute effects of maternal 

stress (restrain for 20 to 140 minutes on a 16 cm x 8 cm semicircular plexiglass 

restraining cage) on the plasma levels of epinephrine, norepinephrine and 

dopamine as well as on the catecholamine content of fetal adrenals, were 

investigated at day 22 of gestation. Despite a relatively moderate increase in of 

maternal plasma catecholamines, a significant increase in norepinephrine and 

dopamine levels in plasma of the fetuses 30 minutes after initiating maternal 

stress, was observed. The fetal blood concentrations of catecholamines before 

and during maternal stress were significantly higher than those of the mothers. 

A gradual decrease of the fetal adrenal content of epinephrine and norepineph

rine was found, whereas an unchanged content of dopamine of fetal adrenals 

was registered during maternal restraining. 



The results of this study give evidence that increasing emotional and 

physical stress of pregnant rat mothers by restraining them, induces acute 

effects in the catecholamine plasma levels of their fetuses with levels higher in 

the fetuses than in the mothers. Thus, the higher level of fetal catecholamines 

and partially the different pattern of fetal catecholamine release under 

maternal stress as compared with the maternal pattern of catecholamine output, 

suggest that this observation reflects fetal response to maternal stress. 

Since 1946, when Bachmann, Haldi, Wynn and Ensor published their 

study on the reproductive effects of caffeine administered in a beverage to 

rats, evidence of caffeine as a developmentally toxic and teratogenic agent has 

been accumulating. Caffeine has been shown to cross the placenta and reach 

the fetus (Sieber & Fabro, 1971); it has been found in the mother's milk (Burg, 

1975). A study of the teratogenic potential of caffeine ingested in drinking 

water was done by Collins, Welsh, Black and Ruggles (1983). Caffeine dissolved 

in drinking water was available ad lib to Osborne-Medical rats at dose levels of 

0, 0.007, 0.018, 0.036, 0.07s 0.10, 0.15, or 20% during days 0-20 of gestation. 

The corresponding daily caffeine intakes were 0, 10.1, 27.4, 50.7, 86.6, 115.8, 

160.9, and 204.5 mg/kg body weight. Dosages of 160.9 and 204.5 mg/kg were 

associated with decrease implantation efficiency, increased resorptions and 

decrease mean numbers of viable fetuses. Fetal body weight and length were 

decreased and edematous fetuses were increased at dosages of 86.6 to 204.5 

mgAg/day. Contrary to results seen after gavage studies, caffeine available ad 

lib in drinking water produced no dose related gross anomalies. Only two 

animals with missing or hypoplastic nails were produced, both in the 160.9 

mg/kg group. Sternal ossification deficiencies were increased at all dose levels 

except 10.1 mgAg/day. Caffeine given by water bottle produced ossification 



deficiencies similar to those seen after intubation but at higher dosages. Oral 

intubation of 125 mg of caffeine/kg led to a significant increase in maternal 

deaths, whereas when ingested in small increments via drinking water, caffeine 

at up to 204.5 mg/kg/day produced no similar maternal toxicity. Fetotoxicity 

was less severe when approximately 80 mg of caffeine/kg was ingested in small 

doses in drinking water during many hours than when an equivalent amount was 

given as a single dose. The effect is possibly related to the difference in the 

amount of caffeine present in the placenta when compared to the maternal 

blood level. 

In 1984 also, Shaklo, Poche and Kwasigroch reported the chemical 

interactions of caffeine and phenytoin during pregnancy in mice of the ICR 

strain. For caffeine, three dosages were administered as single intraperitoneal 

injections. Those were: 100, 150, and 200 mg/kg. For phenytoin, 4 dosages were 

administered intraperitoneally: 50, 100, 150, and 200 mg/kg. Two groups of 

animals serve as controls. Caffeine produced a low level of teratogenic response 

when administered on day ten of the pregnancy. Of the fetuses that survived 

treatment with 200 mg/kg, 4.5% had cleft palate. Treatment with phenytoin 

alone, on the other hand, resulted in a dose dependent increase in maternal 

deaths and intrauterine death, but a low level of malformation. Significant 

levels of embryotoxicity and increase in the malformation rate were only 

produced following phenytoin treatment with dosages that produce maternal 

lethality. When caffeine (100 or 200 mg/kg) was administered three hours before 

phenytoin, a caffeine-dependent increase in maternal lethality was observed. 

Pre-treatment with phenytoin enhanced caffeine-induced maternal lethality. If 

caffeine was administered prior to phenytoin, there was a caffeine-dependent 

increase in the level of phenytoin-induced toxic responses in the intrauterine 
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compartments, both in terms of intrauterine death and the incidence of cleft 

palate. 

These results clearly demonstrate the ability of caffeine to act as a 

"co-teratogen" when administered before phenytoin. A reasonable interpretation 

of these results is that caffeine is acting to enhance blood plasma levels of 

phenytoin, leading to an increase in the levels that appear in the embryo-

placental unit and an increase in the observed embryotoxic response. Thus, 

through an as yet undetermined mechanism, phenytoin is apparently interfering 

with the kinetics of elimination of caffeine and is consequently enhancing its 

toxicity in the intact animal. 

It needs to be emphasized that most evidence to date that caffeine has 

adverse effects on intrauterine development is from studies in laboratory 

rodents and rabbits. Such data may not apply to human populations because of 

species differences in rate, route, and total dosage exposure, metabolism, and 

innate susceptibility/vulnerability of respective embryos and fetuses (Roberts & 

Weigle, 1983). 

Extremely large caffeine dosages have been used in experimental 

studies done in animals, which would be impossible to be offered to a human 

subject. A human being would have to drink 10-60 cups of coffee in several 

minutes to receive the amount given daily to rats by gastric tube. The dose 

required for obvious embryotoxicity in mice was more than 100 mg/kg (equiva

lent to AO cups of coffee). Altogether, these reports suggest little teratogenic 

danger to man; perhaps this is because man is protected by rapid metabolism of 

caffeine with only 1% excreted unchanged. 
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Caffeine and Pregnancy 

Pregnant women in the United States consume mean daily intakes of 144 

mg of caffeine per day with those in the 99 percentile consuming 676 mg daily, 

equivalent to eight cups per day (GRAS List Survey, 1977). 

One retrospective human study on caffeine and pregnancy (Weathersbee, 

Olsen & Lodge, 1977) showed increased fetal loss in families where caffeine 

intake was deemed to be excessive. Sixteen women from a group of 489 house

holds, were identified who had a daily caffeine consumption of >600 mg per day. 

Pregnancy outcomes included eight spontaneous abortions, five stillbirths, two 

premature deliveries with survival, and one uncomplicated term delivery. 

Thirteen pregnancies were identified where the father's caffeine intake was 

>600 mg per day while the mother's intake was <400 mg per day. This group 

experienced four spontaneous abortions, two stillbirths, two premature deliv

eries, and five uncomplicated term births. The data as presented by the authors 

do not establish a cause and effect relationship between high levels of caffeine 

consumption and poor pregnancy outcome. 

Since caffeine can readily cross the placenta and easily enters the fetal 

circulation, it can be assumed that caffeine could have adverse effects on the 

fetal heart rate. This fact prompted Resch and Papp (1983) to study the respon

siveness to caffeine in seven hearts isolated surgically from healthy human 

fetuses at legal termination of pregnancy. A portable setup containing modified 

Locke's solution at 32°C was used to transport the hearts from the operating 

room to the pharmacology laboratory. Surface electrocardiograms were recorded 

by means of a bipolar platinum electrode placed on the right atrium near the 

region of the sinus node. The gestational ages of the seven hearts were 7, 8, 9, 



10, 12, 13, and 16 weeks, and their corresponding basal contraction rates were 

118, 124, 116, 110, 108, 105, and 102 bpm. After the hearts had been beating 

for 60 minutes in a control nutrient solution, caffeine was applied in concen

trations of 0.01, 0.1, and 1 mmol/L. Each solution was allowed to act for 10 

minutes. The results indicated that in the presence of caffeine there was a 

significant age and concentration-dependent increase in the spontaneous con

traction rates of fetal hearts varying in age from 7 to 16 weeks. The youngest 

(7-week-old) fetal heart responded only to 0.1 and to 1 mmol/L of caffeine, 

changing its contraction rate from 118 bpm to 124 bpm. The other hearts 

exhibited a positive chronotropic effect when submerged in the three caffeine 

concentrations. The strength of the tachycardia response to caffeine increased 

with advancing age, reaching its maximum in the 16-week-old heart; its basal 

heart rate increased from 102 bpm to 129 bpm, after being submerged in the 1 

mmol/L solution. In this heart, caffeine-induced dysrhythmias were also 

observed. The lower concentrations of caffeine applied in this study are close 

to those attained in maternal plasma, or found in human 7 to 8-week-old fetus 

following administration of "therapeutically meaningful" doses of caffeine to the 

mother (Knutti, Rothweiler & Schlatter, 1981). Thus, it seems very likely that 

moderate to excessive use of caffeine during pregnancy results in stimulation of 

the developing fetal heart. 

To evaluate the hypothesis that coffee consumption during pregnancy is 

teratogenic, Kurppa, Holmberg, Juosma and Saxen (1983) studied 706 pairs of 

mothers of malformed children. The mothers and their controls were personally 

interviewed soon after delivery. Study subjects consisted of mothers of children 

with 112 defects of the central nervous system, 241 orofacial clefts, 210 



structural defects of the skeleton, and 143 cardiovascular malformations. The 

coffee consumption during pregnancy was similar for the mothers of malformed 

or non- malformed children. Before pregnancy 96% of the 1452 mothers were 

coffee drinkers. The number of mothers consuming coffee sharply declined after 

the onset of pregnancy, during which time 70% of the mothers were coffee 

drinkers, 2.5% were tea drinkers, and 27.5% ingested neither coffee nor tea. 

About 25% of the mothers stopped drinking coffee during early pregnancy. Of 

those mothers who continued, 41% did not change the quantity consumed, 4% 

increased, and 55% diminished the number of cups ingested. Those who 

diminished their consumption said they did so because they found coffee 

distasteful. Of the mothers, 26.5% consumed at least four cups of coffee a day 

during pregnancy, 7.2% at least seven cups, and 3.5% ten cups or more. The 

comparison of the mothers drinking at least four cups of coffee a day during 

pregnancy with those not consuming coffee at all showed a relative risk point 

estimate at 1.0 with 95% confidence limits of 0.7 and 1.3. 

Aldridge, Bailey and Neims (1981) studied the kinetic profile of caffeine 

in a small group of women during and after uncomplicated pregnancy. Pregnant 

women between 21 and 40 years of age were recruited. Factors that would 

place the pregnancy at risk included habitual abortion, alcoholism, narcotic 

addiction, significant chronic disease, cigarette smoking, and regular 

consumption of medication, served to exclude subjects from the study. Fifteen 

women met the criteria and participated in the study. The single dose kinetics 

of caffeine were studied in eight women on a single occasion during the first 

trimester, and in another seven women on five to seven occasions during the 

second and third trimesters and the postpartum period. The goal of the 



investigators was to assess caffeine kinetics in the latter group on four 

occasions during pregnancy (between 12-20, 20-28, 28-35, and 35-40 weeks of 

pregnancy), and on three occasions after delivery (0-1, 1-7, and 12-20 weeks). 

Each was reminded to abstain from the consumption of caffeine-containing foods 

and beverages for at least 24 hours before and after ingestion of the test dose 

of caffeine. A premeasured amount of instant coffee (5 g containing 177 mg of 

caffeine) was then consumed. Approximately 5 ml of mixed saliva were collected 

in polyethelene vials before and 2, 4, 8, 12, and 24 hours after coffee ingestion. 

The kinetic profile of caffeine during the first trimester was similar to that of 

nonpregnant women who do not use oral contraceptives. The rate of elimination 

of caffeine slowed considerably during the second and third trimesters, with 

clearance decreasing from 76 (nonpregnant) to 23 mlAg/hr, and half life 

increasing from six to 18 hours. These changes disappeared with few weeks 

surrounding birth, and probably reflect a decrease in the rate of oxidative 

biotransformation of caffeine caused by the altered hormonal melieu during 

pregnancy. 

Kirkinen, Jouppila, Koivula, Wori and Puukka (1982) investigated the 

immediate effects of an ordinary dose of coffee on the human placenta and 

fetal blood circulation during the last trimester of pregnancy. The patients were 

20 mothers who volunteered for the study in a mean gestational week 37.5. The 

subjects had been accustomed to drinking three to six cups of coffee per day 

(that is the intake of approximately 300 to 600 mg of caffeine). They had no 

coffee or any other methylxanthine for the last 12 hours. A venous blood sample 

was taken from the antecubital vein of the mother at the beginning of the 

experiment, and blood flow measurements were made from the intervillous space 
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and fetal umbilical vein. The mothers drank two cups of coffee, a caffeine dose 

of approximately 200 mg. Maternal serum caffeine concentrations, epinephrine 

and norepinephrine concentrations, the intervillous blood flow and the flood 

flow volume in the fetal umbilical vein were measured. Maternal serum caffeine 

concentrations were measured by a gas chromatographic method; epinephrine 

and norepinephrine concentrations by a radioenzymatic method. Participation in 

the study required the placenta to be located on the anterior wall of the uterus 

to measure the intervillous placental blood flow by a clearance method. The 

blood flow volume in the fetal umbilical vein was measured by an ultrasonic 

method combining pulsed Doppler and real time ultrasonography. The coffee dose 

resulted in rise in the serum caffeine levels in every subject; the maternal 

serum epinephrine concentration was also elevated significantly (p<0.01). No 

alteration was found in the maternal serum norepinephrine concentration, 

maternal or fetal pulse rate, or maternal blood pressure. The intervillous blood 

flow was found to be reduced almost significantly (p<0.05), but the mean blood 

flow in the fetal umbilical vein did not change. 

The results of the studies reviewed in this chapter do not provide 

consistent evidence of the effects of caffeine on fetal heart rate. Also the 

effects of caffeine on coffee drinkers and non-coffee drinkers are different. 



Hypotheses 

The hypotheses to be tested were: 
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1. Pregnant women who ingest 150 cc caffeinated coffee will have a 

significantly higher heart rate in their fetus' than pregnant women who 

ingest 150 cc of decaffeinated coffee. 

2. There is a significant positive correlation between the mother's daily 

intake of caffeine and changes in fetal heart rate. 

Operational Definitions 

The following operational definitions were used: 

Cup of Coffee. One cup of caffeinated or decaffeinated coffee, pre-

pared in an electric percolator, according to package directions. The caffeine 

content of 150 cc (5 ounces) cup of caffeinated coffee is approximately 104 mg 
' 

(Bunker & McWilliams, 1979). 

Daily Caffeine Intake. The number of milligrams of caffeine ingested in 

a 24 hour period, estimated by the Questionnaire of Daily Caffeine Intake. 

Fetal Heart Rate. The number of fetal heart beats per minute, detected 

through the use of a Fetal Monitor. 

Normal Fetal Heart Rate. The occurrence of an average of 120 to 160 

beats per minute (Beard & Nathanielsz, 1976; Heubach & Adamsons, 1971). 

Increased Fetal Heart Rate. Fetal heart rate value greater than 160 

beats per minute (Beard & Nathanielsz, 1976). 

Decreased Fetal Heart Rate. Fetal heart rate values below 120 beats 

per minute (Beard & Nathanielsz, 1976). 
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Summary 

This chapter presented the theoretical framework showing the possible 

relationship between the ingestion of a single caffeine dose and changes in the 

fetal heart rate. The studies that attempted to relate caffeine to fetal heart 

rate were reviewed. The hypotheses and operational definitions were also 

included in this chapter. 



CHAPTER 3 

METHODOLOGY 

The purpose of this study was to investigate the effects of fetal heart 

rate of the ingestion of one cup of coffee during pregnancy. This chapter will 

describe the protocols used for data collection and analysis. 

Study Design 

An experimental design was used to investigate the effects of caffeine 

ingestion during pregnancy on fetal heart rate. The investigator randomly 

assigned the subjects to either an experimental or control group. The experi

mental group received caffeinated (150 cc) while the control group received 

decaffeinated coffee. According to Polit and Hungler (1983), the study met the 

criteria for an experimental design: two groups, random assignment, and manipu

lation of an independent variable. 

Setting Setting 

The field setting where the study was conducted, was the outpatient 

clinic of a Colombian obstetrician, who provided potential subjects and a room 

in his clinic located in Bogota, Colombia, for the collection of data (see 

Appendix A). Thus, the study was conducted in an existing situation (Polit & 

Hungler, 1983) where the subjects normally obtain prenatal care. 

29 
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Study Sample 

Thirty Colombian pregnant women were recruited from the private 

clinic of a Colombian obstetrician. The criteria for their inclusion were: 

1. Age 20 to 35 

2. Low risk pregnancy 

3. Non-smoker 

4. Regular coffee drinker (at least one cup of coffee/day) 

5. Third trimester of pregnancy 

6. No habitual use of any medication but vitamins and mineral supplements 

7. No caffeine containing food or beverages for 12 hours prior to study 

Rationale for the Selection of Criteria 

Adolescent pregnancy (under 16 years of age) has been associated with 

an increase of both obstetric and social complications that lead to high infant 

and maternal mortality as well as morbidity (Baldwin & Cain, 1980). Due to 

biologic immaturity of the adolescent, the body is often ill prepared to sustain a 

pregnancy and provide safe delivery for the infant. There is increased risk of 

anemia, pregnancy-induced hypertension, premature delivery, still birth, cephalo-

pelvic disproportion, and operative delivery, just to mention some of the most 

important risks of this group of mothers (Ryan & Schneider, 1978). 

The incidence of pre-eclampsia tends to decrease in relation to 

increasing parity and advanced maternal age, but incidence increases to 20% 

among grand multiparas who are older than 40 years. This increase is expected 

because of the higher incidence of hypertensive vascular and renal disease after 

the age of 40 (Aziz, 1980). Therefore, a low risk group between ages 20 to 35 
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was selected for this study. In all studies that have been reviewed, age does not 

appear to be correlated with caffeine metabolism and/or elimination. 

The term high-risk signifies a group of women and their infants who 

may be in jeopardy. Certain events can occur before and during the prenatal 

and intrapartal periods which adversely influence the outcome of pregnancy 

(Clark & Affonso, 1981). Among the most important factors which determine 

high risk are: under 16 or over AO years of age; primigravida or gravida of five 

or over; past obstetrichistory of multiple abortions, low birth weight infants, 

fetal and neonatal death, congenital anomalies; chronic diseases, diabetes, 

syphilis, severe anemia, thyroid imbalance, malnutrition; Down's syndrome; 

reproductive system disorders, nervous or emotional problems,. German measles 

during the first trimester of pregnancy, toxemia, recurrent or serious bleeding 

(Hobel, 1973). Because of all the above mentioned circumstances, only low risk 

pregnant women (those that do not have the above conditions) were recruited 

for this study. 

Caffeine clearance has been found to be increased by cigarette 

smoking, and an increase in coffee consumption is seen in smokers when 

compared to non-smokers (Parsons & Neims, 1978). Therefore, only non-smokers 

were included in the sample. 

Since this study required the subjects to drink a cup of coffee, only 

regular coffee drinkers were included in the study, as the investigator was 

unwilling to expose the subjects to a substance they have never ingested. 

Patients come more often to the clinic for prenatal care in the last 

trimester of pregnancy (Clark & Affonso, 1981). Thus, the recruitment of 

pregnant women between 28 to 42 weeks of pregnancy excluded the problem of 
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not hearing fetal heart tones, or the patient's noncompliance with prenatal 

visits. 

Some medications interfere with caffeine's absorption and/or clearance. 

Some of those medications are Cimetidine (Broughton & Rogers, 1981), aspirin 

(Seeger, Oiling, Jager & VanNoordwijk, 1980) and phenobarbital (Aldridge & 

Neims, 1979). Therefore, subjects who were not taking any medication except 

vitamins and mineral supplements were included in the sample. There are no 

studies available that show vitamins and minerals interfere with caffeine 

absorption and/or elimination. 

Since this study was intended for subjects whose pregnancies were clas

sified as low risk, chart review was performed to determine risk status. No 

physical examination of the subjects was performed before the collection of 

data. 

All subjects were requested not to drink or eat any caffeine containing 

substance twelve hours before they come to the clinic. However, the subjects 

were allowed to drink water or fruit juices as desired. A willingness to 

participate in the study was considered a self report of compliance. 

Protection of Human Subjects 

Approval for the project was obtained through the Human Subjects 

Committee (see Appendix B). The first contact with the subjects was done by 

telephone, when the purpose and methodology of the study were explained. This 

same information was presented to the subjects the day of data collection when 

they were asked to read a written subject's information and disclaimer form 

(see Appendix C). The disclaimer provided the subjects the right to withdraw 



from the study whenever they desired to do so without interfering with their 

medical care. 

The subjects were allowed to ask any questions concerning methodology 

and purposes at any point during the study. However, before the collection of 

data, the subjects did not receive any information concerning caffeine effects 

on the pregnancy to avoid changes in responses and attitudes toward caffeine 

ingestion and toward participation in the study. Immediately after the collection 

of data, the subjects received complete information on the sources of caffeine 

within a diet, and its potential effects on pregnant women and her developing 

fetus. Each subject was assigned a code number which provided anonymity and 

confidentiality of the data. 

Data Collection Procedure 

Each subject was first contacted on the telephone, when she was asked 

to come to the clinic half an hour earlier on her regular prenatal visit. After 

the subject's arrival at the clinic, a written information and disclaimer form 

was presented, as well as the questionnaire on the daily intake of caffeine (see 

Appendix D). The subjects' age was obtained from the prenatal record. Fifteen 

minutes were allowed for each subject to complete the questionnaire, during 

which time it was expected that she would go back to resting state, after being 

involved in the activity produced by her mobilization from home to the clinic. 

During these fifteen minutes the subjects remained seated on a chair. 

After fifteen minutes, the subjects were assisted to the recumbent 

position with the head elevated at 15° for comfort. Then, the following vital 

signs were collected and recorded on a data collection sheet (see Appendix E): 

temperature, radial and apical pulse, respiration rate, blood pressure and fetal 



heart rate. Although these variables had not been theoretically related earlier, 

the investigator was interested in doing some correlations during the data 

analysis period. After initial data collection the subjects were assisted to a 

sitting position. Either the experimental or control beverages were administered 

after the above information had been collected. The subjects in the experi

mental group were given a 150 cc cup of regular coffee, and the control group 

received a 150 cc cup of decaffeinated coffee. American Hills Bros, decaf

feinated and regular coffee were utilized since the caffeine content of normally 

consumed Colombian coffee was unknown and to avoid differences in taste from 

the regular to the decaffeinated coffee. The Hills Bros, caffeine content in a 5 

ounce cup is 104 milligrams. After trying different recipes before data collec

tion, the 104 mg concentration was found to taste too weak, so the investigator 

decided to double strength the amount of coffee per cup, leading to a total 

concentration of 208 mg of caffeine per cup of coffee. Identical cups were 

utilized to give the coffee to both groups. After given the coffee, the subjects 

were free to be examined by the obstetrician. 

After a period of one hour, the pulse, temperature, blood pressure, 

respiration and fetal heart rate were checked again and recorded. These 

measurements were repeated once more in 30 minutes. A total of two hours was 

the time required for each subject to be at the clinic. 

No monetary compensation was offered to the subjects after data 

collection. However, the investigator answered any question and provided any 

information concerning any aspect of the pregnancy of interest to the pregnant 

women, or any aspect related to the study. 



The randomization of subjects to either control or experimental group 

was known only by the investigator. Randomization was achieved by the use of 

a table of random numbers. If the sum of any two digits chosen in the table was 

an odd number, the subject was assigned to the experimental group, whereas a 

sum of an even number assigned the subject to the control group. 

Study Instruments 

Questionnaire of Daily Caffeine Intake 

The Daily Caffeine Intake Questionnaire was intended to estimate the 

total number of milligrams of caffeine ingested in a normal twenty-four period. 

The caffeine content of each one of the substances presented in the question

naire was derived from the American literature on diet. One of the basis for 

content validity on an instrument is the literature review (Polit & Hungler, 

1983). Only substances ordinarily part of the Colombian diet were included in 

this questionnaire. 

In order to determine some construct validity of this instrument, the 

"known groups technique" (Polit & Hungler, 1983) was applied. A pilot study was 

undertaken in which the questionnaire was administered to four women, two of 

whom were pregnant. The total milligrams of caffeine consumed by non-pregnant 

women was compared with the amount of caffeine consumed by the pregnant 

women. A difference of 250-350 mg of caffeine/day was found between the two 

groups. The non-pregnant women ingested more caffeine per day (560-650 mg). 

Assessment of the stability of the questionnaire of Daily Caffeine 

Intake was done by test-re test reliability. The questionnaire was administered to 

a pilot sample of four Spanish speaking individuals on two occasions, four days 
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apart. The results of the two trials were compared to establish reliability of the 

instrument. 

The amount of beverage contained in a can is given in cubic centi

meters (cc) in all Colombian beverages. The mean caffeine content of each 

substance was presented in milligrams, which was multiplied by the number of 

cubic centimeters to determine the total caffeine intake per substance. Then, 

the total caffeine intake from all substances was added to give the approximate 

daily caffeine ingestion per subject. 

The most common caffeine containing substances consumed by Colom

bian women, together with their mean caffeine content, is presented in Table 1. 

The mean caffeine content of each substance was derived from the review of 

the American literature. 

Some sources of error were taken into account by the investigator when 

scoring the Questionnaire of Daily Caffeine Intake. Situational contaminants 

such as the presence of the investigator while the subject is answering the 

questionnaire, and the location for data gathering can be sources of bias (Polit 

& Hungler, 1983). Anonymity to the subjects responses was provided to avoid 

social desirability bias. 

The amount of caffeine contained on each one of the substances in 

Table 1 was derived from the literature. Some variations in the caffeine amount 

were presented by different authors. For this reason, most of the values were 

taken from Bunker and McWilliams (1979), who updated the information from old 

reports, and provided caffeine values of the beverages serving sizes. 

In addition, the amount of caffeine in the substances consumed by the 

subjects may vary according to the brand and method of preparation. Therefore, 
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Table 1. Caffeine Content of the Most Common Substances 
Consumed by Colombian Women 

~~ Mean Caffeine Content 
Substance in Milligrams 

Coffee: 5 Ounces - 150 cc cup 

Non-Electric Percolator 105 
Electric Percolator 93 
Automatic Dripolator 153 
Non-Automatic Dripolator 137 
Instant 66 

Tea: 5 Ounces - 150 cc cup 

Tea prepared with one tea bag and 5 ounces (150 cc) 
of hot or boiling water 

1 minute brew* 33 
3 minutes brew 46 
5 minutes brew 50 

Tea prepared with 1 teaspoon of tea leaves and 
5 ounces (150 cc) of hot or boiling water 

1 minute brew 31 
3 minutes brew 38 
5 minutes brew 40 

Iced tea 36 

Soft Drinks: 12 Ounces - 360 cc glass 

Coca-Cola 64.7 
Pepsi-Cola 43.1 
Royal Crown Cola 33.7 
Diet Royal Crown Cola 33.0 

Chocolate: 5 Ounces - 150 cc cup 

Hot Sweet Chocolate 20 
Hot Chocolate or Cocoa 10 
Milk Chocolate 6 

Chocolate bar 25 

*The brew time indicates the period of time a tea bag or the tea leaves are 
left in the hot or boiling water. 

Sources: Bunker & McWilliams, 1979; Tull & Brown, 1981; Graham, 1978. 
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the caffeine content may be over or underestimated. Also, there are over the 

counter preparations which are not included in the questionnaire, which can also 

contribute to the underestimation of caffeine ingestion. 

The subjects in the pilot study were asked to write any comments 

concerning clarity and readability of the questionnaire. The subjects' 

observations were utilized to clarify the instrument. Study vague and/or poorly 

understood directions were minimized as a result of this pilot study. 

Fetal Heart Rate 

The investigator had planned to obtain the fetal heart rate for an 

entire minute by the use of a Doptone (fetal Pulse Detector) which uses the 

ultrasonic beam. The Doptone detects motion of organs and blood within the 

uterus by reception and transmission of ultrasound. However, after the 

investigator's arrival to Colombia, the availability of a Fetal Monitor for more 

accurate recording of this variable was made known. Fetal heart rate was 

recorded for two minutes after the subject's completion of the Questionnaire of 

Daily Caffeine Intake, and before the administration of the experimental or 

control beverages. One hour after the administration of either one of the 

substances, the subject was connected again to the fetal monitor, and was again 

monitored for thirty minutes. In this way fetal heart rate was recorded for time 

1, 2, and 3 in all subjects. Since the subjects were seen by the obstetrician the 

same day, the verification of the investigator's readings on the fetal monitor 

was performed by the physician. This measure provided reliability of the data 

collected. 
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Some transitory personal factors may vary individual responses such as 

states of fatigue, hunger and anxiety (Polit & Hunger, 1983). To avoid these 

problems the subjects were provided with time to relax, so that fatigue would 

not affect the measurement of any of the variables. 

For the measurement of blood pressure a velcro cuff and a sphygoma-

nometer calibrated to 0 mmHg were utilized. Blood pressure was obtained from 

both arms for accuracy. Apical pulse was heard by placement of the stethoscope 

on the precordial region for one minute. Radial pulse was checked by palpation 

during an entire minute. Temperature was obtained by an oral thermometer 

which was left under the tongue for five minutes before the reading for 

accuracy. Respiration rate was the total of thoracic movements (inspiration-

expiration) for an entire minute. 

Data Analysis Plan 

The number of weeks of gestation and age were recorded on a data 

collection sheet (see Appendix C). The temperature, pulse, respiration, blood 

pressure and fetal heart rate were also recorded before and after administering 

either the experimental or control beverages. 

Descriptive statistics were utilized for the analysis of demographic 

data. A t-test was performed to see if any significant difference existed 

between the experimental and control groups with respect to the mother's age 

and gestational age. 

The hypotheses were analyzed as follows. 

Hypothesis One. Pregnant women who ingest 150 cc caffeinated coffee 

will have a significantly higher heart rate in their fetuses then pregnant women 

who ingest 150 cc caffeinated coffee. 
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Hypothesis Two. There is a significant difference in fetal movement 

between the fetuses of mothers receiving caffeinated coffee (experimental 

group) and the fetuses of mothers receiving decaffeinated coffee (control 

group). 

For hypotheses one and two, analysis of variance for repeated measures 

was utilized to measure the variation in fetal heart rate and fetal movement 

between the experimental and control group. The groups were compared one 

hour and one hour and a half after receiving either experimental or control 

beverages. 

Hypothesis Three. There is a significant positive correlation between 

mother's daily intake of caffeine and changes in fetal heart rate. 

For hypothesis three, a Pearson r correlation was utilized to measure 

the magnitude of the relationship between mother's daily intake of caffeine and 

changes in fetal heart rate, in response to the mother's ingestion of a cup of 

coffee. 

The level of significance for accepting the hypotheses was .10, due to 

the convenience small sample size. 

Limitations of the Study 

Subjects' self report bias concerning caffeine daily intake may have 

limited the study. 

There may have been a limitation in using American coffee since 

Colombian women are accustomed to drink Colombian coffee which may not 

cause the same effects. 
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Summary 

This chapter has presented the methodology of an experimental design 

to investigate the effects of the ingestion of one cup of coffee by pregnant 

women on fetal heart rate. The study setting, sample criteria, and the protocols 

for data collection and analysis were also included. The study instruments 

together with their limitations were presented. 



CHAPTER A 

DATA ANALYSIS RESULTS 

This chapter presents the results of the statistical analysis. The 

characteristics of the sample, daily caffeine consumption and changes in fetal 

heart rate will be reported. An analysis of the changes in fetal heart rate in 

the experimental and control groups will be described. Since an influence of 

caffeine on fetal movement was noted during data collection, the analysis and 

results of the effects of caffeine on fetal movement will also be reported. 

Pearson correlations between daily caffeine consumption and fetal heart rate 

and the results of the analysis of variance with repeated measures for varia

tions in fetal heart and fetal movement between experimental and control 

groups will be discussed. 

Characteristics of the Sample 

The sample was composed of thirty pregnant Colombian women whose 

pregnancies ranged from twenty-nine to forty weeks of gestation. Subjects were 

drawn from the clinic of a Colombian obstetrician which the women were 

attending for prenatal care. The subjects were randomly assigned to either 

experimental or control groups, which received regular or decaffeinated coffee 

respectively. 

A2 
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The data collection process lasted two months. Each pregnant woman 

required a two hour period for the entire study and the regular obstetrician's 

prenatal care. 

The ages of the women in the experimental group ranged from 22 to 34 

years, with a mean of 27.26 and a standard deviation of 3.71 years. The ages of 

the subjects in the control group ranged from 21 to 35 years, with a mean of 

28.06 and a standard deviation of 4.71 years. 

The gestational age varied from 29 to 39 weeks in the experimental 

group, with a mean of 33.60 and a standard deviation of 2.72 weeks. In the 

control group, the gestational age ranged from 29 to 40 weeks, with a mean of 

33-33 and a standard deviation of 3.99 weeks. 

A t-test was done between the two .groups to ascertain if significant 

differences existed on chronological age and gestational age. No significant 

difference was found between the groups, as shown in Table 2. 

Daily caffeine intake was calculated for each subject using the 

Questionnaire of Daily Caffeine Intake. Within the experimental group the mean 

caffeine consumption was 367.64 milligrams per day, with a standard deviation 

of 189.71 milligrams. These daily values ranged from 99 to 674 milligrams of 

caffeine. The mean caffeine consumption of the control group was 315.46 

milligrams per day with a standard deviation of 189.00 milligrams. The caffeine 

consumption of this group ranged from 93 to 803 milligrams of caffeine per day 

(see Table 2). The mean caffeine consumption for the two groups combined was 

341.55 milligrams per day. 



Table 2. Age, Gestational Age, and Daily Caffeine Consumption of Experimental and 
Control Groups; Mean, Standard Deviation, Range and t-test (N=30) 

Experimental Group Control Group 
(n = 15) (n = 15) 

Variable X S.D. Range X S.D. Range t Value 

Age in Years 27.26 3.71 22- 34 28.06 4.71 21- 35 -.52* 

Gestational Age 
in Weeks 33.60 2.72 29- 39 33.33 3-99 29- 40 .21* 

Daily Caffeine 
Consumption in 367.64 189.71 99-674 315.46 189.00 93-803 
Milligrams 

* Not significant 
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Fetal Heart Rate 

Fetal heart rate was recorded with a fetal monitor as indicated in 

Chapter 3. The fetal heart rate in the experimental group at Time 1 ranged 

from 128 to 160 beats per minute, with a mean of 140.80 and a standard 

deviation of 10.08. At Time 2 the mean fetal heart rate was 146.74 with a 

standard deviation of 12.44 and ranged from 120 to 168 beats per minute. Fetal 

heart rate at Time 3 ranged from 128 to 164 beats per minute, with a mean of 

146.53 and a standard deviation of 11.37. The mean fetal heart rate of the 

control group at time 1 was 147.93 with a standard deviation of 5.76, and 

ranged from 140 to 158 beats per minute. At Time 2 the fetal heart rate ranged 

from 127 to 168 beats per minute, with a mean of 153.53 and a standard devia

tion of 10.75. Finally, at Time 3, the mean fetal heart was 153.73 with a 

standard deviation of 9.83 and ranged from 135 to 167 beats per minute. Table 

3 summarizes the mean, standard deviation and range on fetal heart rate, before 

the administration of the beverages, one hour after the administration of the 

beverages, and one and one-half hours after the consumption of the beverages 

for experimental and control groups. 



Table 3. Description of Fetal Heart Rate and Fetal Movement in Experimental and 
Control Groups; Mean, Standard Deviation and Range (N=30) 

Variable 

Experimental Group 
(n = 15) 

X S.D. Range 

Control Group 
(n = 15) 

S.D. Range 

Fetal Heart Rate 
(beats per minute) 

Time 1 * 140.80 10.08 128-160 147.93 5.76 140-158 

Time 2 ** 146.73 12.44 120-169 153.53 10.75 127-168 

Time 3 *** 146.53 11.37 128-164 153.73 9.83 135-167 

Fetal Movements (number of 
fetal movements per 2 minutes) 

Time 1 * 2.80 2.88 0- 8 2.53 3.04 0-10 

Time 2 ** 6.73 4.84 1-18 4.66 3-35 . 1-13 

Time 3 *** 4.20 2.90 0-11 2.73 2.73 0-9 

* Before administration of experimental or control beverages. 

** One hour after consumption of experimental or control beverages. 

*** One and one-half hour after consumption of experimental or control beverages. 



Fetal Movement 

Since a fetal monitor was utilized for the recording of fetal heart rate, 

the investigator asked the subjects to depress a button for recording fetal 

movement every time the mother felt the baby move. This activity was signaled 

by an arrow on the tracing paper. Fetal movement was recorded at the same 

three times the fetal heart rate was monitored. Fetal movement was calculated 

as the number of fetal movements signaled on the tracing paper during the first 

two minutes at Times 1, 2, and 3. Within the experimental group, the mean 

number of fetal movements at Time 1 was 2.80 with a standard deviation of 

2.88, and ranged from 0 to 8 movements per two minutes. At Time 2, the fetal 

movements ranged from 1 to 18, with a mean of 6.73 and a standard deviation 

of 4.84. During Time 3, the mean fetal movement was 4.20 with a standard 

deviation of 2.90, and ranged from 0 to 11 movements per two minutes. The 

mean fetal movements for the control group at Time 1 was 2.53 with a standard 

deviation of 3.04, and ranged from 0 to 10 movements per two minutes. At Time 

2, the mean fetal movement was 4.66 with a standard deviation of 3.35 and a 

range of 13.00. Finally, at Time 3. the fetal movements ranged from 0 to 9 with 

a mean of 2.73 and a standard deviation of 2.73 (see Table 3). The major 

increase in fetal movement was seen between Time 1 and Time 2. At Time 3, 

fetal movement began to return to Time 1 (Baseline). 

Analysis of Fetal Heart Rate and Fetal Movement Differences Between Groups 

Hypothesis One. The first null hypothesis stated that pregnant women 

who ingest 150 cc caffeinated coffee will not have a significantly higher heart 

rate in their fetuses than pregnant women who ingest 150 cc decaffeinated 

coffee. The analysis of variance for repeated measures revealed a significant 



change in fetal heart rate between groups and across time for combined groups 

(see Table A). However, there was no significant difference in fetal heart rate 

by time and group interaction. A review of the mean fetal heart rate through 

the three time periods indicated a greater increase in fetal heart rate in the 

experimental group from Time 1 (X=140.80) to one hour after coffee 

consumption (X=146.73). In the control group the fetal heart rate increase from 

Time 1 (X=147.93) to Time 2 (X=153.53) was smaller than the increase in the 

experimental group. Thus, a greater increase in the fetal heart rate was seen in 

the experimental group. The significant change in fetal heart rate across time 

was attributed to the increase in fetal heart rate from Time 1 to Time 2 in the 

experimental group. The first null hypothesis was rejected. 



Table 4. Comparison of Groups on Fetal Heart Rate: 
Analysis of Variance for Repeated Measures (N=30) 

Source df MS F 

Group 1 1116.54 5.93 * 

Error 28 188.44 

Time 2 332.54 5.22 * 

Interaction of Group 2 .34 .01 
by Time 

Error 56 63.64 

*P < 0.10 
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Hypothesis Two. The second null hypothesis stated that there is no 

significant difference in fetal movement between the fetuses of mothers 

receiving caffeinated coffee and the fetuses of mothers receiving decaffeinated 

coffee. An analysis of variance for repeated measures indicated a significant 

change in fetal movement across time for combined groups. The change in fetal 

movement between groups approached significance (p=0.12) irrespective of time. 

No significant change was found by time and group interaction (see Table 5). 

Looking at the mean number of fetal movements over the three periods, a 

greater increase was seen in the experimental group from Time 1 (X=2.80) to 

Time 2 (X=6.73) than in the control group from Time 1 (X=2.53) to Time 2 

(X=4.66). At Time 3 both groups tended to decrease to baseline fetal movement. 

Thus, the significant change in fetal movement across time was attributed to 

the increase in fetal movement from Time 1 to Time 2 in the experimental 

group. The second null hypothesis was rejected. 



Table 5. Comparison of Groups on Fetal Movement: Analysis of 
Variance for Repeated Measures (N=30) 

Source df MS F 

Group 1 36.10 2.45 

Error 28 14.71 

Time 2 74.14 7.64 * 

Interaction of Group 2 6.30 .65 
by Time 

Error 56 9.71 

*P < 0.10 
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Hypothesis Three. The third null hypothesis stated that there is no 

significant correlation between the mother's daily intake of caffeine and 

changes in fetal heart rate. No significant correlations were found between 

daily caffeine intake and fetal heart rate in the experimental or control groups. 

Thus, the third hypothesis could not be rejected. 

Pearson correlations were done between caffeine consumption and 

temperature, blood pressure and respiration, as well as between blood pressure 

and fetal heart rate and fetal movement. There were no significant correlations 

between any of the variables mentioned above. 

Summary 

The administration of caffeine to pregnant women was associated with 

a significant change in fetal heart rate and fetal movement between two groups 

and across time. However, no significant correlation was found between fetal 

heart rate and mother's daily caffeine consumption. 



CHAPTER 5 

DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 

In this final chapter, the results of data analysis will be presented. 

These will be discussed in relation to fetal heart rate changes after caffeine 

consumption and fetal movement changes after caffeine consumption. Conclu

sions, nursing implications, and suggestions for further study will then be 

presented. 

Fetal Heart Rate Changes After Caffeine Consumption 

A significant increase in fetal heart rate was found in the experimental 

group from baseline to one hour after the ingestion of one cup of caffeinated 

coffee. Resch and Papp (1983), who found an increase in the spontaneous con

traction of seven fetal hearts when they were submerged in different caffeine 

solutions, suggested that very likely a mother's consumption of caffeine during 

pregnancy may result in stimulation of the fetal heart rate. The present study 

corroborated Resch and Papp's suggestion. 

Caffeine moves from blood to tissues rapidly, and it is distributed in 

proportion to water content in important tissues such as blastocyst, fetal tissues 

and amniotic fluid (Soyka, 1981). Since caffeine increases circulating levels of 

catecholamines (Weathersbee, 1977), these substances in the pregnant woman act 

directly on the fetal heart increasing its rate (Ganong, 1983). This same pattern 

was seen in the fetal hearts one hour after mother's ingestion of caffeinated 
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coffee. Although levels of catecholamines were not obtained in this study, the 

changes in fetal heart rate may have been related to this phenomenon. The peak 

plasma levels of caffeine after an oral dose are reached in 15 to 45 minutes 

(Curatolo & Robertson, 1983), and its half life is prolonged by pregnancy 

(Aldridge & Neims, 1981). Therefore, the results in this study may suggest that 

the serum caffeine levels in the pregnant women were high enough to produce 

an increase in fetal heart rate one hour after coffee consumption. 

The mean caffeine consumption of the experimental and control groups 

was 341.55 mg per day, a higher value than the one that was proposed by 

Brooten and Jordan (1983) to produce a stimulant heart rate effect in an adult. 

In the United States the daily caffeine intake per capita was estimated by 

Graham (1978) at between 206 to 210 mg, an amount that was exceeded by 

pregnant Colombian women. Even a normal American 104 mg of caffeine per cup 

of coffee needed to be double strength for the Colombian population in order to 

produce a substance that had a taste similar to what Colombian women were 

accustomed to. 

Only coffee drinkers were included in the study. In this population an 

increase in fetal heart rate was observed after coffee consumption, which 

contradicts the results found by Robertson and his associates (1978), who found 

changes in fetal heart rate only in non-coffee drinkers. 

The increase in fetal heart rate one hour after coffee consumption 

(Time 2) remained the same one and one-half hour after the administration of 

coffee (Time 3). These results corroborate the observations made by Morris and 

Weinstein (1981), who identified caffeine and its metabolites in amniotic fluid 

for a period longer than one hour after the administration of 220 mg of 
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caffeine. Therefore, the presence of caffeine in the fetal circulation is able to 

produce changes in the fetus' heart and for longer periods of time. 

Ganong (1983) categorized hypoxia as a factor which produces an 

acceleration in heart rate. Since caffeine stimulates the release of 

catecholamines, and this in turn produces a vasoconstriction of uteroplacental 

bed, a decrease in the delivery of oxygen is produced, which affects fetal heart 

rate; this effect was seen in the study as an increase in the fetuses' heart 

rates. 

Catecholamines secretion by the pregnant women may also be attributed 

to stress originated by the subject's connection to a fetal monitor, which for 

most of the subjects was the first time in their lives. Therefore, an increase in 

fetal heart rate may not only be attributed to the mother's ingestion of caf

feine. There is a possibility that the fetal monitor might account for increase 

fetal heart rate in the control group. 

Kirkinen and associates (1983) in their study of the immediate effects 

of an ordinary coffee dose (200 mg) on human placenta and fetal blood circula

tion, only found a significant increase in maternal serum epinephrine concen

tration. However, contrary to the present study, Kirkinen and associates found 

no change in fetal heart rate, although the design and instruments used for 

fetal heart rate measurements were similar to this study. 

Fetal Movement Changes After Caffeine Consumption 

A significant increase in fetal movement was found across time from 

the beginning of the study to one hour after coffee consumption in the 

experimental group. Similar results were found by Natale, Nasello and Turliuk 

(1984) in a study on the relationship between fetal movement and accelerations 
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in fetal heart rate at 24 to 32 weeks of gestation. A significantly higher fetal 

heart rate was found during periods of continuous body movements, although 

this study was performed under conditions where the intervention of an 

independent variable as caffeine was not present. No one study has been done 

on the effects of caffeine and fetal movement to reject or support an increase 

of fetal movement due to caffeine consumption. 

During this study, increased fetal heart rate and fetal movement were 

found to be significant for the experimental group from baseline to Time 2; 

however, no significant correlation was found between fetal heart rate and 

fetal movement. 

Combined groups showed changes in fetal movement across time which 

reached an F value that was approaching significance. The findings might be 

due to the small sample size. A significant difference in fetal movement 

between the two groups might have emerged in a larger sample size. 

According to Roberts, Little, Cooper and Campbell (1979), the 

reduction in fetal activity is an indication of chronic fetal asphyxia; thus an 

increase in fetal movement is an indication of well being under normal 

conditions. However, the intervention of an outside variable such as caffeine is 

able to produce an increase in fetal movement in a very short period of time, 

increasing the fetal oxygen consumption. Such an occurrence would locate the 

fetus in a vulnerable situation, jeopardizing his processess of growth and 

development. 

Ehrstrom (1984) noted that fetal movement during the day time and 

close to the time when the data were collected in the present study (9 am to 1 

pm), tended to be moderate and varied in frequency. If this increase in fetal 
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movement occurs on an every day basis, the mother's daily consumption of 

caffeine may further increase the number of movements, as was seen in the 

study. 

Gelman, Wood, Spellacy and Abrams (1982) demonstrated an influence on 

fetal movement by maternal activity, noise and exogenous factors in the 

maternal environment. Although the investigator tried to avoid the influence of 

external factors on fetal stimulation during data collection, the fetus was 

exposed to the mother's and investigator's voices, fetal monitor's heart sounds, 

and mother's changes in position, which might have influenced the increase in 

fetal movements from Time 1 to Time 2. 

Implications for Nursing Practice and 
Suggestions for Further Study 

The ingestion of one 150 cc cup of caffeinated coffee by pregnant 

Colombian women who regularly drink coffee was related to an increase in fetal 

heart rate and an increase in fetal movement. Almost all subjects noticed a 

difference in taste in the coffee administered. However, none of the subjects 

complained of discomfort during the. course of the project. The maximum 

increase in fetal heart rate and fetal movement was observed between baseline 

and one hour after coffee consumption. Fetal heart rate was maintained almost 

unchanged from Time 2 to Time 3 in both groups. Fetal movement tended to 

decrease to baseline at Time 3. There was an increase in fetal heart rate 

together with an increase in fetal movement following the administration of one 

cup of coffee during a two hour period. The same kind of stimulation two or 

three times a day not only followed by coffee consumption but due to the other 

caffeine containing substances may produce more serious results. In addition, a 
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decrease in oxygen delivery to the fetus due to an increase in catecholamines 

released by the caffeine consumption is continuously affecting the fetus' 

environment for normal growth and development. Further investigations utilizing 

high risk pregnant women who are coffee drinkers would be useful to determine 

if the fetal heart rate and fetal movement changes noted in a low risk 

population also occur in members of an ill population. 

It is difficult to generalize findings to other populations due to the 

small convenience sample size. Replication of the study on a larger sample size 

would expand the applicability of the data. 

No significant correlation was found between mothers' daily caffeine 

intake and fetal heart rate. In spite of these findings, pregnant women should 

be made aware that a high caffeine consumption, above 208 mg, was associated 

with an increase in fetal heart rate and movement in the present project. 

Therefore pregnant women should limit their caffeine intake. At the present 

time however, safe levels of caffeine intake for pregnant women are unknown. 

An appropriate nursing counseling to pregnant women of all ages, and from the 

beginning of the pregnancy, on nutrition and available sources of caffeine 

within a diet, may help them to reduce caffeine ingestion on a daily basis. 

Women who insist on drinking coffee during the pregnancy need to be 

advised to drink decaffeinated coffee if available, or at least decrease caffeine 

ingestion by taking instant coffee, which is lower in caffeine content. 

Clarification and increased applicability of this study may be achieved 

by 1) replication of the study, 2) increasing the sample size, 3) utilizing the 

same kind of coffee that the subjects are accustomed to drinking, 4) extending 

the duration of the study at least three hours to observe if the fetal heart rate 
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remains the same after caffeine consumption or changes, and 5) obtaining a 

sample of pregnant coffee drinkers who are categorized as high risk to observe 

if the results obtained are only applicable to normal low risk pregnancies. 

Summary 

The present study used an experimental design to investigate the 

effects on fetal heart rate of the ingestion of one cup of coffee during 

pregnancy. Thirty low risk pregnant Colombian women were recruited from the 

private clinic of a Colombian obstetrician. Subjects' caffeine consumption was 

calculated using the Questionnaire of Daily Caffeine Intake. After the subjects 

were randomly assigned to experimental and control groups, a 150 cc cup of 

caffeinated and decaffeinated coffee was administered respectively. Fetal heart 

rate and fetal movement were obtained using a fetal monitor, three times in a 

period of two hours during the subject's regular prenatal care appointment. 

Caffeine was associated with a significant increase in fetal heart rate and fetal 

movement from baseline to one hour after coffee consumption in the 

experimental group. No significant correlation was found between mother's daily 

caffeine intake and fetal heart rate or fetal movement. Further investigation of 

caffeine's elimination from the mother's system and changes in fetal heart rate 

and movement would help in determining the amount of caffeine that a pregnant 

woman may consume in a day without exposing the fetus to a permanent 

exogenous stimulation. 
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1 
T H E  U N I V E R S I T Y  O F  A R I Z O N A  

H K A L 7 H  S C I E N C E S  C E N T E R  
T U C S O N .  A R I Z O N A  8 * 7 2 4  

HUMAN SUBJECTS COMMITTEE 

IftCN N WARKfN (BUILDING 220). ROOM l»2 

TELEPHONE 160?) 626-6721 or 626-7575 

9 November 1984 

Ms.  Esperanza Torres  
College of  Nursing 
Arizona Heal th  Sciences Center  

Dear  Ms.  Torres:  

We are  in  receipt  of  your  project ,  "The Effects  of  Caffeine Ingest ion on 
Fetal  Heart  Rate  in  Pregnant  Colombian Women",  which was submit ted to  this  
Commit tee  for  review.  The procedures  to  be fol lowed in  this  s tudy involve 
a  quesionnaire/observat ion format  that  poses  no r isk to  the par t ic ipat ing sub
jects .  However ,  regulat ions issued by the U.S.  Department  of  Heal th  and 
Human Services  (45 CFR par t  46,  Subpart  D) require  that  projects  of  th is  
type be reviewed and approved by this  Commit tee  when the s tudy populat ion 
includes minor  subjects .  Although ful l  Commit tee  review is  not  required,  a  
br ief  summary of  the  project  procedures  is  submit ted to  the Commit tee  for  
their  information and comment ,  i f  any,  af ter  adminstrat ive approval  is  granted.  
This  project  i s  approved effect ive 9  November 1984.  

Approval  is  granted with the understanding that  no changes wil l  be  made 
to  the procedures  fol lowed (as  out l ined in  your  request  for  approval)  without  
the knowledge and approval  of  the  Human Subjects  Commit tee  and your  Depart
mental  or  College Review Commit tee .  

Please be advised that  due to  the nature  of  the  s tudy procedures ,  the 
wri t ten consent  form requirement  is  waived.  If  you have any quest ions regard
ing the above,  please contact  this  off ice .  

Sincerely yours ,  

Milan Novak,  M.D. ,  Ph.D.  
Chairman 
Human Subjects  Commit tee  

M N / j m  

c c :  A d a  S u n  H i n s h a v ,  R . N . ,  P h . D .  
College Review Commit tee  
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DISCLAIMER 

THE EFFECTS OF CAFFEINE INGESTION ON FETAL 

HEART RATE IN PREGNANT COLOMBIAN WOMEN 

To the Participant: 

I, Esperanza Torres, am conducting a study entitled, "The Effects of 

Caffeine Ingestion on Fetal Heart Rate in Pregnant Colombian Women." The 

purpose of this study is to investigate the effects of the ingestion of one cup of 

coffee during pregnancy on fetal heart rate. The participants in this study are 

pregnant women between ages 20 and 35, whose pregnancies have been categor

ized as low risk, and who are in the third trimester of their pregnancies. The 

subjects are regular coffee drinkers (at least one cup of coffee per day), 

nonsmokers, and not taking any medication except pregnancy vitamins and 

mineral supplements. 

If you decide to participate in the study, you will be asked to fill out a 

questionnaire which will present the most common caffeine containing sub

stances to obtain information which will describe your usual caffeine consump

tion in a twenty-four hour period. You may choose not to answer any or all the 

items in the questionnaire. You have been asked to come to the clinic for your 

regular prenatal visit half an hour earlier. During your prenatal visit you will 

be asked to drink one cup of coffee. Your vital signs (temperature, pulse, blood 



pressure, respiration), your age and baby's heart rate will be obtained before 

the consumption of one cup of coffee, and one hour later, and one and a half 

hours after you drank the coffee. Thus, approximately two hours of your time 

will be required, which will include your regular preantal care. 

There will be no cost or known physical or psychological risks as a 

result of your participation. You have been asked not to eat or drink any 

caffeine containing substance (coffee, sodas, and chocolate) for 12 hours prior 

to coming to the clinic. 

By coming to the clinic to drink one cup of coffee, allowing the 

investigator to check your baby's heart rate, and completing the questionnaire 

on your daily caffeine intake, you will be giving your consent to participate in 

this study. Participation in this study is completely voluntary, and you may 

withdraw from it at any time, without incurring ill will, or risking your rela

tionship with your doctor. Your name will not be used. You will be assigned a 

code number which will be later used in the analysis of the results. All 

information collected will be kept confidential. 
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QUESTIONNAIRE OF DAILY CAFFEINE INTAKE 

The purpose of this questionnaire is to estimate the approximate amount 

of caffeine that you ingest in a regular 24-hour period. Please write the number 

of cups and/or glasses of each substance that you usually consume in an average 

day. If you do not consume any of the substances listed below, please write a 

zero (0) on the space next to the substance. 

COFFEE 

Non-Electric Percolated Coffee 

Electric Percolated Coffee 

Automatic Dripolator Coffee 

Non-Automatic Dripolator Coffee 

Instant Coffee 

Number of cups/day (Average 

serving is 5 ounces - 150 cc) 

TEA 

Prepared with 1 tea bag and 5 ounces Number of cups/day (Average 

(150 cc) of hot or boiling water serving is 5 ounces - 150 cc) 

1 minute brew* 

3 minute brew 

5 minute brew 

*The brew time indicates the period of time a tea bag or tea leaves are 

left submerged in the hot or boiling water before drinking the tea. 
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TEA (Continued) 

Tea prepared with 1 teaspoon of tea and 

5 ounces (150 cc) of hot or boiling water 

1 minute brew 

3 minutes brew 

5 minutes brew 

Iced Tea (Average serving is 12 ounces 

360 cc glass) 

Number of cups/day (Average 

serving is 5 ounces - 150 cc) 

CHOCOLATE 

Hot Sweet Chocolate 

Hot Chocolate or Cocoa 

Milk Chocolate 

Number of Chocolate Bars 

Number of cups/day (Average 

serving is 5 ounces - 150 cc) 

Number of Glasses/day 

SOFT DRINKS (Average serving is 12 ounces 

- 360 cc) 

Coca-Cola 

Pepsi-Cola 

Royal Crown Cola 

Diet Royal Crown Cola 

Subject ID Number 
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DATA COLLECTION SHEET 

W A 

G 

I D 

Age T° RP—AP RR BP FHR 

Time 1 

Time 2 

Time 3 

KEY: 

WA = Gestational Age 
G = Group A (Experimental) 

or B (Control) 
ID = Subject's Identification Number 
T = Temperature 
RP = Radial Pulse 
AP = Apical Pulse 
RR = Respiration Rate 

BP = Blood Pressure 
FHR = Fetal Heart Rate 
Time 1 = Initial time before giving beverage 
Time 2 = One hour after giving experimental 

control beverage 
Time 3 = One and one-half hour after giving 

experimental or control beverage 
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